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Five Little Ducks 
 

Five little ducks  (Hold up five fingers) 

Went swimming one day   

Over the hill and far away  (Using one hand gesture over a hill across 
your body and then stretch your arm out) 

Mother duck said  (Form a beak with your hand, by pressing 
underside of thumb to underside of middle 
finger) 

"Quack, quack, quack, quack."  (Make a quacking sound and move thumb 
and middle finger together and apart to mimic 
beak opening and shutting) 

But only four little ducks came back.  (Hold up four fingers) 

  

Four little ducks  (Hold up four fingers) 

Went swimming one day   

Over the hill and far away  (Using one hand gesture over a hill across 
your body and then stretch your arm out) 

Mother duck said  (Form a beak with your hand, by pressing 
underside of thumb to underside of middle 
finger) 

"Quack, quack, quack, quack."  (Make a quacking sound and move thumb 
and middle finger together and apart to mimic 
beak opening and shutting) 

But only three little ducks came back.  (Hold up three fingers) 

  

Three little ducks  (Hold up three fingers) 

Went swimming one day   

Over the hill and far away  (Using one hand gesture over a hill across 
your body and then stretch your arm out) 

Mother duck said  (Form a beak with your hand, by pressing 
underside of thumb to underside of middle 
finger) 

"Quack, quack, quack, quack."  (Make a quacking sound and move thumb 
and middle finger together and apart to mimic 
beak opening and shutting) 

But only two little ducks came back.  (Hold up two fingers) 

Two little ducks  (Hold up two fingers) 

Went swimming one day   

Over the hill and far away   
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Mother duck said  (Form a beak with your hand, by pressing 
underside of thumb to underside of middle 
finger) 

"Quack, quack, quack, quack."  (Make a quacking sound and move thumb 
and middle finger together and apart to mimic 
beak opening and shutting) 

But only one little duck came back.  (Hold up one finger) 

  

One little duck  (Hold up one finger) 

Went swimming one day   

Over the hill and far away  (Using one hand gesture over a hill across 
your body and then stretch your arm out) 

Mother duck said  (Form a beak with your hand, by pressing 
underside of thumb to underside of middle 
finger) 

"Quack, quack, quack, quack."  (Make a quacking sound and move thumb 
and middle finger together and apart to mimic 
beak opening and shutting) 

But none of the five little ducks came back.  (Hold both hands out to your side, with your 
palms facing upwards and shake your head) 

  

Sad mother duck   

Went swimming one day   

Over the hill and far away  (Using one hand gesture over a hill across 
your body and then stretch your arm out) 

The sad mother duck said  (Form a beak with your hand, by pressing 
underside of thumb to underside of middle 
finger) 

"Quack, quack, quack."  (Make a quacking sound and move thumb 
and middle finger together and apart to mimic 
beak opening and shutting) 

And all of the five little ducks came back. (Hold up 5 fingers) 
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